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A CLASS OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
BY R. CREIGHTON BUCK
1. Introduction. Let us denote by K A the class of entire functions of exponential type at least A; for all 0, we have h(0)
A, where

h(0)

(1.1)

lim sup

!g f(rei,e)
r

I.

The function h(0) describes the rate of growth of the function f(z) in the direction
0. We shall also use the symbol K(a, c) to denote those functions of exponential
type which are of type a on the whole real axis, and type c on the whole imaginary
a, h(v)
a, and h()
c, so that for any positive e,
axis; then, h(0)

..

(z) 0(1) exp (ax + c y + z) asr
One of the central problems of the study of the class K is that of inferring
properties of f(z) from the sequence of values f(n)}. (For a discussion of this
and related problems as well as an extensive bibliography, see [1].) Suppose
we are given an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers w}, can we find a
function of K such that f(n)
w and is it unique? First, an obvious necessary
condition for the existence of such a function i that the growth of the sequence

w be of finite type, i.e.

<

lim sup[w.

(1.2)
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This condition is lso sufficient. In fct, if (1,.2) holds, there is function f(z)
of K(a, ) for whichf(n)
w.. We need only choose f(z) s eg(z), where

g(z)

(-1) w.e

sin z
n=l

Z

-’.

If a > lira sup (log w, [)/n, then this series converges for 11 z, nd g(z) belongs
to K(0, ).
Thus, the class K(a, ) is universal in the sense that in it 11 possible sequences
of vlues {f(n)} re chieved. We cnnot have uniqueness, since to f(z) we
can add h(z) sin z where h(z) belongs to K0 without ltering the class. The
question now rises: can we give necessary or sufficient conditions on the sequence
w, for there to exist function f(z) tking hese vlues t the integers, nd
belonging to the class K(a, c) for some a nd some c < r? A well-known theorem
of Carlson ssures us that if there is such function, it is then unique.
We shll formulate one such necssry nd sufficient condition, nd then mke
number of pplictions of it. In 4, we shIt discuss the effects of oscillation
in sign of the rel prts of the numbers f(n); in 6 nd 7, we study the characterization of integrl-vlued entire functions and the more special problem of
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